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Aerosols are solid particles or liquid drops typically less than 100 microns in diameter,
suspended in a gas. Some types of aerosols can be very hazardous. Particulate pollution
from the combustion of fossil fuels and other sources is of great concern due to health
problems those exposed can experience. One method for removing these particles from
industrial sources is wet scrubbing, where water sprays are used to capture particles before
exhausting to the environment. Wet scrubbers work well for a large range of particle
diameters, but are ineffective for particles on the order of 1 µm in diameter. Particles of
this size are thought to be the most dangerous, as they can deposit deep in the human
lungs. Liquid drops of this size can also be dangerous, but larger drops can as well, such as
acid drops emitted from acid production plants. This work is concerned with collection of
both solid particles and liquid drops.
Previous researchers showed the ability to scavenge micron-scale particles from air
streams using a combination of an ultrasonic standing wave field and water drops, where
the standing wave field was generated with a disk shaped transducer. This prior setup was
limited in both total particle removal efficiency and flow capacity. As such, improvements
were needed to allow for both better overall particle collection, and ability to handle higher
flow rates. These improvements could also translate into effective liquid aerosol removal in
addition to particle removal. Cylindrical ultrasonic standing wave fields were studied as a
method to remedy these problems and also provide an additional method for liquid aerosol
capture.
A customized cylindrical resonator was designed and constructed for use in removing
both solid and liquid aerosols from air flows. The resonator consisted of a hollow metal
cylinder driven by three Langevin transducers mounted on the midplane of the cylinder,
evenly spaced around the circumference. Nodes in the cavity of the cylinder took the form of
ii
concentric cylinders which extended through the length of the cylinder. A frequency match
was sought between the natural frequencies of the Langevins, the cylinder cavity, and the
cylinder itself. With this setup, a strong cylindrical standing wave field was established.
Experiments were performed to measure the aerosol collection capability of the cylin-
drical resonator for two aerosol types: particle scrubbing of incense smoke with a water fog,
and demisting of water drops. For particle scrubbing, the decrease in particle concentration
measured by laser particle counters was used to find the particle collection efficiency for the
setup. The particle collection efficiency was used as a metric to determine the effectiveness
of the cylinder for different input powers and air flow rates. Demisting experiments were
performed with a similar setup. Here, a mass based method was used to determine the
amount of liquid collected by the system with the cylindrical resonator. The drop collec-
tion efficiency, similar to the particle collection efficiency, was the primary metric used for
determining the demisting effectiveness. The introduction of ultrasonics increased both the
particle collection efficiency and the collection efficiency to greater than 0.8, or 80% re-
moved. These values increased with the power applied to the resonator, but decreased with
the air flow rate. The results were an improvement upon the results obtained previously for
ultrasonic particle scrubbing, wherein maximum particle collection efficiencies of 0.2 were
obtained.
The proposed mechanism for the increase in performance with the addition of ultrasonics
was coagulation of particles and/or drops due to diffusion. The closer drops and/or particles
are to each other, the more effective this mechanism is, and for the setup used herein, the
acoustic radiation force moved particles and/or drops close together in the nodal regions of
the standing wave field. By moving these to the nodes of the field, and then allowing time
for them to collide in a passive tube, significant increases in performance were achieved.
The results were used to estimate the scalability of such a setup to an industrial setting
for particle scrubbing. As is, the current limitation of the device is still the flow rate which
iii
can be accommodated by a single unit. It would require about 1,000 units per MW of
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Aerosols are solid particles or liquid drops smaller than 100 µm suspended in a gas phase.
Although individual aerosols are usually invisible to the naked eye, a cumulative effect
of some solid particle aerosols is the oft seen smog in densely populated areas. This is
primarily a byproduct of the pollution put out by the combustion of fossil fuels. There are
many health risks associated with different types of aerosol pollution, some of which can
be serious. Technologies have been developed to mitigate these risks by capturing aerosols
before being exhausted to the environment. These methods do well at removing a large
fraction of the total aerosol population, but usually perform poorly in removing micron-
scale aerosols, which are particularly dangerous to humans. As such, further research into
improving the collection methods of aerosols is needed.
Some of the largest contributions of solid aerosol particles suspended in the atmosphere
come from dust, agriculture, and the combustion of fossil fuels.1,2 Combustion of fossil
fuels itself is one of the largest man made sources of particle pollution.3,4 One example
is automobiles, which emit a large number of particle pollutants that can then become
suspended in the atmosphere for up to several weeks.5 In densely populated areas, the
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cumulative effect of these and other pollutants can be quite serious in terms of associated
health risks to humans.6 Coal is a large source of fuel for power generating stations, and
is also one of the largest sources of industrial particle pollution.7 In order to combat
these and other sources, the Environmental Protection Agency has established guidelines
on healthy levels of particle concentrations in the atmosphere. In order to comply with these
guidelines, coal fired power plants use a variety of technologies to control particle emissions
from their facilities. Three of the most common particle control technologies used are wet
scrubbers, electrostatic precipitators and bag filters.8,9 The operating mechanism for each
of these technologies is very different. Wet scrubbers remove particles from the exhaust
gas by spraying water which collides with particles and removes them in the process.10
Electrostatic precipitators remove particles by charging particles with a high voltage source
and then collecting the particles on oppositely charged plates.11 Bag filters are used to
capture particles by simply flowing the exhaust through a series of packed filters.12
Particle pollution can have negative effects on human health, animals, and even vege-
tation.13,14 Studies have shown that micron-sized particulate matter, specifically that less
than 2.5 µm in diameter (PM2.5), pose significant health risks to humans.
15,16 These risks
can be both long and short term in nature.17,18 Exposure to high levels of PM2.5 has been
linked to a variety of respiratory problems,16,19,20 including cancer.21,22 It has even been
shown that all mortality rates, regardless of cause, positively correlate with the levels of
PM2.5 in the local atmosphere.
23–25 One of the reasons why PM2.5 is so dangerous is because
particles in this size range can become easily trapped in the alveolar regions deep in the
human lungs.26–28 As such, improvements are needed to capture more of the micron-size
particles to reduce the associated health risks.
The particle removal technology most closely related to this research is wet scrubbing.
Figure 1.1 shows a depiction of a typical wet scrubber. In such a setup, water sprays are







Figure 1.1: Depiction of typical wet scrubber.
removing them in the process.29 The drops generally used in wet scrubbers are on the
order of 100 µm in diameter.30 One advantage of wet scrubbers over the other technologies
mentioned above is they are able to handle high temperature and potentially combustible
exhausts.31,32 Additionally, wet scrubbers can also remove some gaseous pollutants such as
SO2 and NOx.
33,34 An important downside to wet scrubbers, as well as the other particle
removal technologies listed above, is that they perform poorly at removing particles on
the order of one micron in diameter,10,28 as will be discussed further later. A commonly
used metric for evaluation of particle removal performance is called the particle collection





NC and NT are the number of particles collected, and the total number of particles which
entered the scrubber, respectively. Wet scrubbers perform well for relatively small and large
particles, but decrease dramatically in performance for particles on the order of a micron,
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as shown graphically in Fig. 1.2. Because PM2.5 represents the mass of particles smaller
than 2.5 µm in diameter, the largest particles are the ones which contribute most to this
total. As such, these micron-scale particles are the most dangerous, as they represent a
significant portion of PM2.5 which dangers were previously discussed.
Figure 1.2: Plot of typical particle collection for wet scrubber versus diameter.10
Rain is the natural process of wet scrubbing in the atmosphere and is called precipita-
tion scavenging. As rain drops fall through the particle laden air in the atmosphere they
remove particles in the process.35 As the operating principle behind wet scrubbing is nearly
the same as precipitation scavenging, it is not surprising that there is a similar trend in
the particle collection efficiency for precipitation scavenging and wet scrubbing. In compu-
tational studies of precipitation scavenging of micron-scale particles, Greenfield36 showed
that there is a similar trend in scavenging for particles on the order of a micron, shown in
Fig. 1.3. The minimum in the plot is the often referred to “Greenfield gap.” The reason
for the decrease in performance of both wet scrubbing and precipitation scavenging has to
do with the physics involved in the interaction between particles and drops. This will be
specifically discussed later in this thesis.
4
Figure 1.3: Plot of particle collection versus diameter for particles in rain.36
There are also many examples of liquid aerosols, some of which are pollutant sources and
others being undesirable for other reasons. A few examples of these include oil lubrication
drops lost in the form of mist, corrosive acid mists, water drops lost from industrial cooling
towers, and a variety of other liquids which can easily become suspended in the air in liquid
form.29 Uncontrolled liquid aerosols, like particles, can have associated health risks and can
even lead to economic loss, due to damage to equipment or need to makeup for the lost
liquid. The loss of these aerosols could lead to health risks or even economic losses. For
example, removing liquid drops of SO3 is often necessary to protect sensitive equipment
from corrosion caused by these drops.8 Another example is lubrication oil, which can be
lost from the system in the form of mist, coating nearby surfaces and increasing the need
for additional makeup oil.37 Sulfuric acid and phosphoric acid plants implement a variety of
methods to capture excess drops in order to keep them from exhausting to the atmosphere.38
Another common example of an unwanted liquid aerosol is water exhausted from evap-
orative cooling towers. These towers use large amounts of water, some of which is lost from
the flow loop in liquid aerosol form as water drops, often referred to as drift.39 These drops
often range from a few microns to tens of microns in size.40 As with solid aerosols, there
are health risks associated with exposure to drift, some in part due to descaling agents used
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in the water, and due to microorganisms such as legionella, which causes Legionnaires’ dis-
ease.41,42 Additionally, drift can be dangerous because it has the potential to limit visibility
on nearby roads and airports.43 Loss of these drops not only can be hazardous, but also will
increases the need for make up water in the flow loop.44 For large industrial sized towers,
this loss can be significant.45
Many of the same methods used to capture solid particles can be used to capture liquid
drops.8,29,38 For example, wet scrubbers can also be used to remove liquid aerosols from an
exhaust in addition to solid particles. One of the most common collection devices designed
specifically for removing drift droplets from a cooling tower is called a drift eliminator, which
is a mechanical device that uses changes in flow direction to induce droplet collisions on its
surfaces.46 The geometries of these devices come in several broad categories, including wave
plates, wire meshes, and baffle systems.29,47 These are used to cause drops to impact on
their surfaces. Figure 1.4 shows a depiction of a zig-zag shaped drift eliminator, a geometry
commonly used in commercial cooling tower application. Drainage systems are built into






Figure 1.4: Depiction of zig-zag drift eliminator.
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where MC is the number of drops collected by the drift eliminator and MT is the total
number of drops that entered the drift eliminator. Because these devices rely primarily
upon the inertia of the drop to cause impingement on one of the surfaces of the drift
eliminator, they are less effective for small drops; i.e. η decreases with drop size.48 This is
shown in Fig. 1.5 for several different types of wave plate geometry drift eliminators.
Figure 1.5: Plot of typical collection efficiency for drift eliminator versus diameter.46
It was previously discussed that solid particles are particularly dangerous if they fall in
the PM2.5 category. Liquid aerosols can be dangerous for the same reason, but are usually
more dangerous because of their chemical composition. For liquid aerosol retention, the
overall mass lost from the system is usually the important parameter, which significantly
increases with drop diameter. Therefore, although large drops exhausted into the atmo-
sphere and subsequently inhaled by humans will not penetrate deep into the lungs, the
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chemical composition of these drops may be hazardous regardless of size. Solid particles
from combustion and water drops lost from cooling towers are just two kinds of common
aerosol emissions. There are many different types of aerosols, but the physics behind why
micron-scale aerosols are difficult to collect is the same for all of them. Several of the
common aerosol removal mechanisms will now be discussed.
Aerosol Removal Mechanisms
There are several mechanisms for aerosol removal from an air stream, the most common
being: diffusion, inertial impaction, interception, and electrostatic charging.49,50 Depictions
of these mechanisms are shown in Fig. 1.6, where particles are shown interacting with drops
along streamlines of the flow. The dotted line represents the particle path taken before
interaction with the drop. These mechanisms can also be used to describe drop interactions







Figure 1.6: Aerosol scavenging mechanisms: a.) diffusion, b.) inertial impaction, c.) inter-
ception and d.) electrostatic charging.
Figure 1.6a shows the effect of diffusion, the Brownian motion induced on small particles
by the random motion of gas molecules. Particle diffusion can lead to significant deviations
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from the streamline, and eventual collision with the drop. This mechanism is usually im-
portant for particles smaller than 1.0 µm. Inertial impaction is shown in Fig. 1.6b. Inertial
impaction is important primarily for relatively large particles, whose inertia is too large
to follow changes in flow directions around the drop, thus leading to its eventual removal.
The term large here is in reference to particles larger than 1.0 µm. Figure 1.6c shows the
interception mechanism. Interception can occur when a particle follows the stream line of
the flow, but whose size causes it to touch the drop. This mechanism is more common
for fibrous aerosols, but also applies to spherical particles as well. Electrostatic charging is
shown in Fig. 1.6d. When the particle and drop have opposite charges, this can also cause
a particle to deviate from streamlines and deposit on the drop.
For particle removal in wet scrubbers, several of these mechanisms can play a role in
the overall particle removal, depending on the size of both the particle and water drop.
Diffusive motion is large for small particles, while the effect of inertial impaction increases
with increasing particle diameter. Thus, particles which fall in between these two regimes
are hard to collect; the consequences of this are seen in Figs. 1.2 and 1.3. These micron-scale
particles are big enough to have relatively small diffusive motion, but are not big enough to
have a significant amount of inertia. For drift eliminators, the mechanism regarding their
operation is almost exclusively inertial, thus explaining why η decreases for small diameters,
as shown in Fig. 1.5.
For both wet scrubbers and drift eliminators, the pressure drop across the device greatly
affects the overall efficiency for the industrial plant or tower in which they operate. One
method for removing more particles in the wet scrubber would be to greatly increase the
number of drops created by the sprays. However, this would also increase the pressure drop
across the device and the water requirement for the system. Similarly, in drift eliminators,
one could simply decrease the flow area and introduce sharper changes in geometry, but such
changes would also increase pressure drop. This increase in pressure drop would necessitate
9
larger blower powers to push the gas through the scrubbing setup. Therefore, an aerosol
removal technique is needed that will not greatly increase the pressure drop across the
device, and will also remove a large range of particulate and drop diameters. A promising
technology with these qualifications is the use of ultrasonic standing wave fields.





Figure 1.7: Standing wave field with disk shaped transducer.
An ultrasonic standing wave field is typically created by separating a disk shaped trans-
ducer and a reflector by an integer number of half-wavelengths in a fashion similar to that
shown in Fig. 1.7. This setup follows the general design presented by Trinh,51 and is used
quite often for ultrasonic levitation devices used in laboratory experiments and for contain-
erless processing of some materials.52,53 By applying an AC signal at the resonant frequency
of the transducer, the transducer will vibrate, enabling the generation of acoustic waves in
the surrounding media. With the correct spacing of the transducer and reflector, a standing
wave field is established by the phase interference of the propagating and reflecting acoustic
waves.54 When small objects, such as drops or particles, are in the vicinity of the standing
wave field, the acoustic radiation force pushes them to the nodes. This force is due to the
10
time averaged effect of the wave scattering off of the object in the field.55
For a gaseous suspension containing a large number of aerosols, such as drops or particles,
the movement to the nodes induced by the acoustic radiation force can greatly increase
the localized number concentration of the aerosol. This increases the number of collisions
between them, which can lead to significant removal. This approach was used by Ran
et al.56,57 to improve particle scrubbing by drops. Specifically, both drops and particles
were introduced into the region of the standing wave field. These particles and drops
combined in the nodes, forming larger, particle-laden drops that eventually became large
enough to fall, removing particles in the process. A depiction of this setup is shown in
Fig. 1.8a. Polystyrene latex micro spheres were used as the particle source and water drops
were created with a spray nebulizer. Particle counters were used to measure the change in
concentration both before and after the ultrasonic section. This was the first time this had
been successfully done. The results obtained were encouraging, as it showed that standing
wave fields could enhance performance of micron-scale particle removal with drops, and
thus potentially improve industrial wet scrubbers. The flow rates and overall E for this set
up were relatively modest, though. For example, the maximum E was ∼ 0.2 for an air flow
rate of 12 L/min. Thus, further research was necessary in order to improve the practical
application.
The ultrasonic particle scrubbing setup shown in Fig. 1.8a could be used for demisting in
an implementation like that shown in Fig. 1.8b. The acoustic radiation would act on small
drops, moving them to the nodes which would increase the number of collisions between
drops, eventually resulting in the growth of large drops which could fall. Therefore, the
setup used by Ran et al.56,57 could be used for either demisting or particle scrubbing.
However, in order to maximize the aerosol removal capability, whether particulate or mist,
the time that the aerosol is in the vicinity of the standing wave field should be maximized.





















Figure 1.8: Depiction of setup used by Ran et al.,56,57 (a) particle scrubbing with drops
and (b) potential use for demisting a gas.
al.,56,57 which was limited to about an inch. As such, the residence time of particles and
drops in the ultrasonic standing wave field was also limited. Using a larger disk diameter
would increase the residence time, but the current commercial availability of these devices
limits them in size to the order of inches.
Axial View Isometric View
Nodes
Figure 1.9: Depiction of cylindrical geometry with both axial and symetric views.
A cylindrical geometry could be used to alleviate the size constraints of the disk shaped
transducer, shown in Fig. 1.9. Nodes in the cylindrical geometry take the form of concentric
cylinders extending the length of the cylinder, shown as the dotted lines in the figure. For
such a geometry, the residence time would be governed by the length of the cylinder. Max-
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imizing cylinder length would in turn maximize residence time, though the total acoustic
power delivered to the standing wave field would still be limited by the total power applied
to the transducers. Still, the residence time could potentially be much longer with a cylinder
than with the disk shaped transducer, thus giving aerosols in the field more time to reach
the nodes, enhancing the aerosol collection.
Cylindrical Resonator Passive Tube
Node
Figure 1.10: Coagulation of aerosols in passive tube after acoustic cylinder.
Although residence time in the standing wave field itself is important, as it gives time for
particles and/or drops to move to the nodes, so too is the total time that these aerosols are
in close proximity. The longer this total residence time, the more likely the drops and/or
particles are to combine with each other. In the setup used by Ran et al.56,57 the total
residence time was limited to the residence time in the standing wave field alone. Once
particles and drops left the standing wave field, any increases in concentration would be
lost as the flow would again mix before exiting the box. In order to increase the total
residence time, the nodal structure of the standing wave field must be preserved. For a
cylindrical geometry, this could be easily done by adding passive tubing directly downstream
of the acoustic cylinder. This would enable preservation of the nodal structure which was
established in the standing wave field due to the acoustic radiation force. Figure 1.10 shows
a depiction of how this setup could be implemented with a cylindrical geometry. By adding
passive tubing downstream, the aerosol will have more time to collide, thus enhancing the
overall removal. This figure exaggerates the size of the aerosol in order to show the effect
of aerosol collisions over long passive tube lengths. As long as the cylindrical resonator’s
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length is adequate to move drops and/or particles to the nodes, the parameter directly
affecting the overall residence time is the length of the passive tube. Making this tube












Figure 1.11: Depiction showing the relative high amount of acoustic energy lost from the
disk geometry due to divergence of the plane waves radiating from the ultrasonic transducer.
Conversely, a majority of the generated acoustic energy in the cylindrical resonator is focused
in the cavity.
The geometry of a cylindrical resonator favors a more focused acoustic field over a disk
shaped transducer. This is shown schematically in Fig. 1.11. Because the cavity of the
cylinder is also the location of the standing wave field, there is less likelihood for loss of
acoustic energy. For the disk transducer, acoustic energy can be lost from the standing wave
field for any waves which do no radiate perfectly parallel to the transducer and reflector.
A cylindrical resonator could also lose some acoustic energy, but the total area where this
can occur is limited to just the ends of the cylinder. Thus, more energy could go towards
increasing the strength of the standing wave field. This should help to enhance the overall
performance in terms of aerosol removal.
Finally, the shape of a cylindrical resonator is more favorable than the disk shaped
transducer in terms of flow containment. The disk shaped transducer has an open design,
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Disk Cylinder
Figure 1.12: Flow containment comparison for a disk and cylinder.
meaning flow through the field would need to be directed and contained by something other
than the resonator and reflector. Ran et al.56,57 did this by enclosing the disk shaped
transducer and reflector inside of a sealed box, though this still did not guarantee the
particle-laden flow passed through the standing wave field. A cylinder, on the other hand,
would act as both a resonator and a pipe to contain and direct flow through the standing
wave field. Figure 1.12 shows a depiction of these two setups. Flow over the disk does not
guarantee that all of the aerosol experiences the ultrasonic standing wave field, while flow
through the cylinder does guarantee this.
1.3 Goals
The above shows that wet scrubbers and demisting devices could benefit from enhancement
via ultrasonics standing wave fields. The limitations imposed by the ultrasonic particulate
scrubbing of Ran et al.56,57 suggest that a cylindrical geometry may allow for an increase
in performance. However, it is unclear whether this geometry will lead to the desired
improvements.
Accordingly, the goal of the present thesis is to:
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1. Design and construct a cylindrical resonator.
2. Develop a method for testing the aerosol scavenging capability of the resonator. The
testing set up should be able to gather data both on particle scrubbing and mist collec-
tion, to test if the presence of ultrasonic standing wave fields enhances the measured
collection.
3. Collect data on E and η using the cylindrical resonator, and quantify the effect of air
flow rate and power on these measured quantities. For particle removal, the E will be
compared to values obtained by Ran et al.56,57
4. Investigate which mechanisms are most likely contributing to the results obtained.





This chapter will discuss the development of the cylindrical resonator used in this research.
Specifically, Section 2.1 will give an overview of the device and its development. Section
2.2 will discuss how frequency matching was used during the design process. Section 2.3
will discuss how the device’s operating frequency was controlled. Finally, a theory for the
acoustic radiation force will be presented in Section 2.4.
2.1 Overview of device
The initial development of the cylindrical resonator described herein was inspired by piezo
cylinders. Essentially, these devices consist of a hollow piezoelectric ceramic cylinder with
electrodes coating the inner and outer surface. When a sinusoidal voltage is applied at
the resonant frequency across the electrodes, the cylinder vibrates, due to the piezoelectric
effect. For some frequencies and sizes, this can lead to a standing wave field inside the
cylinder. Kaduchak et al.58 and Yang et al.59 both developed cylindrical standing wave
fields using a piezo cylinder as the source of ultrasonic energy. Kaduchak et al.58 was able to
concentrate micron-scale particles and also levitate small water drops inside the field with
relatively small power consumption. This drop levitation is depicted in Fig. 2.1, which
17





Figure 2.1: Depiction of levitated drops in piezo cylinder by Kaduchak et al.58
Using this as a method to create a cylindrical resonator for scavenging aerosols, the
simplest way to increase residence time in the field would be to use a long piezo cylinder.
This would maximize the aerosol removal by giving more time for drops and/or particles to
combine with each other. Unfortunately, the commercial availability of piezo cylinders limits
their diameters and length to just a few inches. Although passive tubes could be used to
increase the overall residence time of the aerosols being in close proximity, it would be ideal
to have a longer acoustically active section to give the aerosol more time to reach the nodes
of the standing wave field. As such, a customized cylindrical resonator was constructed.
Figure 2.2: Depiction of cylindrical resonator.
The goal of the custom cylindrical resonator was to allow for greater freedom in selecting
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a length, diameter, and thickness. As such, residence time of objects flowing through the
standing wave field and passive tubes could be maximized. The approach that was taken was
to use a hollow aluminum cylinder with three bolt clamped Langevin transducers mounted
on the cylinder midplane at 120◦ intervals around the circumference, enabling an axially
symmetric forcing of the cylinder in its breathing mode. The device is depicted in Fig. 2.2.
When properly excited, a cylindrical ultrasonic standing wave field was established in the
metal cylinder, causing aerosols to collect in the nodal regions of the standing wave field.
Such nodal rings are shown schematically in Fig. 2.3, where the view is down the axis of the
cylinder. This shows the approximate location of the four rings observed experimentally in
the device.
Figure 2.3: Depiction of approximate location of nodal rings inside resonator.
2.2 Theory
The successful development of the cylindrical resonator required frequency matching of the
Langevin transducers, air cavity, and cylinder. Each of these had their own resonance
frequency, and sufficient matching was required to establish a strong standing wave field















Figure 2.4: Depiction of bolt clamped Langevin transducer used in experiments.
A standard Langevin transducer is made up of one or more polarized piezoelectric ce-
ramic disks sandwiched between two elastic cylinders.60 These devices are used in a variety
of high-powered ultrasonic applications for converting electricity into acoustic energy.61,62
A depiction of one of the Langevins used in this work is shown in Fig. 2.4. Applying a sinu-
soidal voltage at the resonant frequency causes the piezoelectric ceramic disks to vibrate and
generate acoustic waves in the surrounding medium. Several researchers have modeled the
resonant frequencies of these devices and both analytical and numerical models exist.63,64
Langevin transducers available commercially are sold with a nominal natural frequency,
therefore, it was not necessary to use the equations developed by the above researchers.
The transducers used in this work had a nominal natural frequency of 28 kHz, which served
as the desired frequency to match the air cavity and metal cylinder natural frequencies.
Acoustic resonance
The resonant frequency of the air inside the cavity is dependent upon the cavity radius






where Xm is the m
th zero of the Bessel function of the first kind, ca is the speed of sound
of the air in the cavity, and Rc is the radius of the cavity. The number of nodes in the
cavity is dependent on the value of m, where the nodes are concentric cylinders which
extend the entire length of the cavity. Figure 2.3 depicts the case of m = 4. Both Rc
and m in Eq. 2.1 can be changed in order to closely match the natural frequency of the
Langevins. Fortunately, this was easily done. By using a readily available cylinder size with
Rc = 2.54 cm, a close match to the Langevin natural frequency was found with m = 4,
giving f = 28.35 kHz. In order to excite this air cavity breathing mode, it is necessary











Figure 2.5: Depiction of circumferential and axial nodes in a freely vibrating cylinder.65
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The hollow metal cylinder must also be excited near its resonant frequency in order
for the setup to function properly. Fortunately, the cylinder itself has a large number of
resonant frequencies. A depiction of some of the circumferential (j) and axial (k) vibration
patterns for a vibrating cylinder are shown in Fig. 2.5. There is a large range of possible
resonance patterns for a specific geometry, due to the two degrees of freedom (j, k). A large
amount of research has been conducted on vibrating hollow cylinders. This began with
some of the early work of Love,66 then continued with the more recent work of Flugge,67
Donnell,68 and Sanders,69 to name a few. The analysis used herein was taken from Blevins’70
solution for calculation of natural frequency, which is derived from the Donnell theory.68
The resulting solution of Blevins is relatively straightforward to use compared to other more





















where j is the number of circumferential nodes and k is the number of axial nodes, Rm is the
cylinder radius midway between the internal and external radius (Rm = Rc+h/2), L is the
length of the cylinder, h is the cylinder wall thickness, EY is Young’s modulus of elasticity,
ξ is the density of cylinder material, and σ is Poisson’s ratio for the material. The analysis
of Blevins’ employs several assumptions,1 which should be met fairly well, except for the
no loads applied and wall thickness assumptions, as will be discussed below. Blevins notes
1These are constant shell thickness; shell wall is less than 10% of radius; the shell is composed of a linear,
elastic, homogeneous, and isotropic material; no loads applied to the shell; shell deformations are small in
comparison with the radius; rotary, inertial and shear deformation are negligible.
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that for higher circumferential modes, j > 2, the cylinder deformation is primarily radial,
and the axial mode amplitude becomes small. This situation is advantageous for efficiently
generating acoustic waves inside the cavity of the cylinder.
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Figure 2.6: Plot of the natural frequency for a cylinder fj,k from Eq. (2.2) versus k for
Rc = 2.54 cm, h = 6.35 mm, and L = 12.7 cm. Values of j are used as the marker in the
figure. Dashed lines are at 28.5 and 27.5 kHz.
A relatively close theoretical match to the Langevin and air cavity resonance frequency
was found using a hollow cylinder with Rc = 2.54 cm and h = 6.35 mm, a size eas-
ily found commercially. Even with Rc and h fixed, there were still many values of L
which produce resonant frequencies close to the Langevin and air cavity resonances. In-
deed, even with Rc, h, and L fixed, there are still many combinations of (j, k) which
produced resonant frequencies close to 28 kHz. This is shown in Fig. 2.6, which is a
plot of the cylinder natural frequency obtained from Eq. (2.2) versus k for L = 12.7 cm,
Rm = 2.86 cm and h = 6.35 mm. The resonance location is plotted using the value of j
as the marker. Examination of the plot shows there are many resonant frequencies close
to the desired match of 28 kHz. For example, for f = 28 ± 0.5 kHz, resonances exist
at (j, k) = (17, 2), (17, 3), (16, 8), (15, 12), (12, 17), (11, 18), (8, 21), (7, 22), (5, 23), (2, 24) and
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(1, 24). Because there were so many of these pairs near 28 kHz, it was relatively easy to
match the cylinder resonant frequency to the Langevin, and air cavity.
Langevin transducers having a nominal natural frequency of 28 ± 1 kHz (Stem Inc.,
SMBLTD45F28H) were used to drive the resonator. As noted above, at this frequency,
a theoretical match is obtained for an aluminum cylinder having a length of 12.7 cm, an
internal radius of 2.54 cm and a tube wall thickness of 6.35 mm. The closest air cavity
resonance occurred for m = 4 at f = 28.35 kHz, and the closest cylinder resonance occurred
for j = 16, k = 8 at f = 28.04 kHz. Although the equations provided above indicated
resonance should be achieved at 28 kHz, the resonator performed best when driven at a
frequency closer to 29 kHz. This discrepancy is discussed below.
f (kHz)











Figure 2.7: Plot showing power versus frequency for the entire Langevin/tube setup shown
in Fig. 2.2. The peaks occur at f = 27.2, 28, and 29.2 kHz.
A plot of the measured electrical power delivered to the cylinder’s transducers versus the
driving frequency is shown in Fig. 2.7. This plot was obtained for a single driving voltage
of 50 Vpp, and for frequencies close to the Langevin resonance. Three distinct peaks are
seen in the plot, which are resonances of the system as a whole. The highest peak is that
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closest to the theoretical desired frequency, 28 kHz. Interestingly, the peak at just above 29
kHz was that for which a strong standing wave field was established in the cylinder. This
was evidenced by the presence of nodal rings when a fine water mist was injected into the
field, shown in Fig. 2.8. The other two peaks did not show any evidence of an acoustic
field when mist was blown inside. Though it would reasonably be expected that the peak
near 28 kHz would have a strong standing wave field, this was not the case in this setup. A
standing wave field was evidenced by levitation of objects in the field, which only occurred
for one of the peaks shown in the figure. The reason the other, apparently stronger peaks
do not have associated acoustics is because a standing wave field is created most readily
when acoustic power is maximized, while the plot in Fig. 2.7 shows the electrical power.
For the other resonance peaks, it may be the case that the power delivered to the resonator
is not translated into any noticeable amount of acoustic power.
Figure 2.8: Picture of nodal rings in the resonator visualized with water mist.
The fact that biggest resonance peak shown in Fig. 2.7 lines up with the theory but does
not produce a standing wave field is not surprising. The theories presented for the air cavity
and cylinder resonances do not include several important aspects of the setup. For example,
the mass of the Langvevin transducers and the mass of the air are not accounted for in the
theory for the cylinder vibration. Also, the no load and thin wall thickness assumptions for
the cylinder resonance were violated. It is likely that there is two-way coupling between the
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Langevins on the cylinder, which is not accounted for in the theory. Considering some of
these possibly significant deviations, the observed resonance agreed well with the theoretical
predictions.
2.3 Frequency control
The resonator had a high quality factor, which is seen in Fig. 2.7 by the sharpness of the
peaks. This means that small changes in frequency away from resonance condition can
lead to large changes in performance. The resonator was driven by the combination of a
function generator (Agilent 33220A) and power amplifier (Krohn-Hite 7500). After tuning
the device to the resonant frequency producing a standing wave field, the resonator quickly
drifted away from the resonance peak, evidenced by a decrease in strength of the standing
wave field with time. This problem was solved by creating a frequency tracking program to
automatically tune the cylindrical resonator to the resonant condition. This was done by
monitoring the power delivered to the transducers and adjusting the frequency to keep the
power at a maximum. The transducer current was obtained by measuring the voltage drop
across a 1 Ω resistor in series with the transducers, and the voltage was measured across
all three of the Langevin transducers. The voltages were sampled by an A/D converter
(DATAQ DI-158U), and the rms power was computed as:
P = V ′I ′cosφ (2.4)
where V ′ and I ′ are the rms voltage and current respectively, and φ is the phase angle
between voltage and current signals. Though one would expect maximum electrical power
delivered to the transducers occurs at φ = 0◦, this maximum actually occurred at φ = 45◦.
This is not surprising, since, as noted above, there is a complicated coupling between the
transducers, air cavity, and cylinder, as evidenced by the difference in predicted and actual
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operating frequency. Figure 2.9 is a flow chart showing the general characteristics of the
tuning method used to maintain φ = 45◦ during the experiments. The voltage and current
waveforms were sampled by the A/D converter which was controlled using the Matlab
programming environment. A sine wave was fit to the data, φ was computed, and then the
driving frequency, f , was updated to keep φ = 45◦. The system was able to update f at a









Figure 2.9: Schematic showing the method for auto tuning the cylindrical resonator.
The A/D converter had a maximum single channel sampling frequency of 7200 Hz.
Since the driving frequency of the resonator was near 29 kHz, the signal could not be
fully resolved. Fortunately, the sampling frequency was such that an aliased version of the
voltage and current signals could be used to obtain φ. The nearest multiple of the sampling
frequency with respect to the driving frequency was 28, 800 Hz corresponding to an aliased
frequency of a few hundred Hz. In as little as 75 samples, the Matlab program could fit
sine waves to both signals, matching the predicted aliasing frequency. The two channel
DAQ card had a finite lag between channels of 71 microseconds. This was accounted for
by shifting the signal on the second channel by this amount to ensure the lag did not alter
the true phase angle between the two. The phase control circuit also allowed for tracking
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of f and P delivered to the resonator during its operation. The Matlab code used for this
program is shown in Appendix A.
t (min)










Figure 2.10: Plot of tuned frequency versus time for a typical experiment.
Implementing the setup shown in Fig. 2.9 allowed for the frequency to be adjusted with
a relatively fine degree of precision. Thus, small changes in the ideal f could be quickly
corrected, keeping the resonator operating at optimal condition for a strong standing wave
field. Figure 2.10 shows a plot of the drift in the tuned f with time for a sample experimental
run. The downward trend is typical for all runs, though larger P usually led to larger drift
in f from start to finish. Here, f drifted by about 15 Hz over the experimental run, which
was at a high P . With such a setup in place, the acoustic radiation force could be used to
move aerosols to the nodes, allowing for a larger number of combinations.
2.4 Acoustic radiation force
As discussed previously, the presence of a standing wave field gives rise to a force on objects
in that field, called the acoustic radiation force, Far. This was evidenced by the image of
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mist levitated in nodes, shown in Fig. 2.8. The equation for the acoustic radiation force in




































where Jn is the n
th order Bessel function of the first kind, Ua is the maximum acoustic
velocity of fluid particles in the wave, kλ is the acoustic wave number, c is the speed of
sound in the particle or drop, χ = kλr where r is the radial coordinate, measured from
the tube axis, and F̃ is the non-dimensional force. The force is highest in between the
nodes, thus causing drops to move towards the nearest node. Equation (2.5) is an inviscid
form for Far. Such inviscid forms, such as the seminal work of King,
72 are valid for large
aerosols. That work was further extended by Hasegawa and Yosioka,73 taking into account
the elasticity of the object. However, for small aerosols, viscous effects must be considered.






where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the air. For f = 29 kHz, δ ∼ 13 µm. As this work
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concerned aerosol diameters smaller than this, a theory accounting for viscosity was needed.
Such theories have been developed by Doinikov,74–76 Danilov and Mironov,77 and Settnes et
al.,78 however none of these theories were developed specifically for the case of a cylindrical
standing wave field. A modification to include viscosity for a plane wave is presented by
Settnes et al.,78 where Eq. (2.8) is replaced by:
f2(ρ̃a, δ̃) = ℜ
[








, γ(δ̃) = −(3/2)[1 + i(1 + δ̃)]δ̃, δ̃ = δ
D/2
(2.11)
Applying this modification to Eq. (2.8) thus leads to an equation for the acoustic radiation
force on an object in a cylindrical standing wave field. The development of the theory
is based upon plane waves scattering off of a sphere. As the waves inside of a cylinder
are not parallel like plane waves, this modification would need further validation in order
for it to be mathematically accurate. A derivation of the equations was not attempted in
this work, thus it will just be noted that the assumptions made may actually be incorrect.
The fact that the resonator appears to have a strong levitating effect indicates that these
assumptions may be valid to an order of magnitude.
The interesting term in Eq. (2.5) is F̃ , which is the non-dimensional force governed by a
series of Bessel functions. This term describes the spatial variation of force in the cylinder.
Evaluating Eqs. (2.6)-(2.11) at f = 28.35 kHz,, produces the plot depicted in Fig. 2.11 for
a 1 mm water drop. Drops of this size are much larger than δ, and thus fall well within the
inviscid regime where the unmodified theory for Far is valid. This is a plot of F̃ versus r in
the cylinder. The arrows indicate the direction of the force toward nodal locations, which
correspond to points where F̃ goes to zero. The highest magnitude of F̃ occurs toward the
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center most node, and decreases in amplitude as r increases.
r (cm)





Figure 2.11: Plot of F̃ versus r. The arrows indicate the direction of Far towards the nodes.
For the same location in the field, aerosols much smaller than δ experience a much larger
force-to-mass than aerosols larger than δ. This is shown in Fig. 2.12, which is a plot of
Far/m versus d, where m is the mass of the aerosol. The mass used in this figure was
computed for a sphere with the density of water at room temperature. In order to obtain
this plot, it was necessary to obtain a value for Ua. This was done by levitating a millimeter
sized drop in the resonator and slowly reducing the power until the drop fell. By setting
the acoustic radiation force to the drop weight, Ua was calculated. The drop fell at P ∼ 1
Watt, giving Ua = 10 m/s. Using this value for Ua, Eqs. (2.5)-(2.7) and (2.9)-(2.11) for
f = 29 kHz across a range of drop diameters. This was then scaled to m to produce the plot
seen in Fig. 2.12, which is effectively a measure of the acceleration which the field induces
on the drop. The trend in this plot shows that there is a large increase in the acceleration
which can be applied to aerosols with d < δ. All other things being equal, this suggests that






















In this chapter, the methods for testing the aerosol scrubbing capability of the cylindrical
resonator will be presented. These methods will show the setups and processes used to
quantify the micron-scale aerosol removal of smoke particles and small water drops. The
experiments to test the particle removal will be referred to herein as “Particle scrubbing,”
and those which tested the removal of water drops will be referred to as “Demisting.” The
setups for both particle scrubbing and demisting will be discussed in Section 3.1. The
experimental procedures will be presented in Section 3.2.
3.1 Experimental setup
The heart of the experimental setup used for both particle scrubbing and demisting is the
test section shown in Fig. 3.1. This consists of a fog generation canister, a passive tube,
the cylindrical resonator, and another passive tube. This allowed for determination of how
the ultrasonics of the cylindrical standing wave field affected aerosol removal. The specifics


















Figure 3.1: Depiction of test section portion of experimental setup.
3.1.1 Particle scrubbing
The setup used to test particle scrubbing is shown in Fig. 3.2 in its entirety. These ex-
periments consisted of flowing particle-laden air through the setup and using laser particle
counters positioned upstream and downstream of the test section to determine the number
of particles removed with the fog/ultrasonics combination. The goal of these experiments
was to quantify particle scavenging, compare it to similar experiments performed by Ran
et al.,56,57 and investigate the effect of air flow rate and power. The entire setup will be
described in greater detail below.
Smoke particles from an incense stick were used as particles for investigation in this
study. These particles were used in experiments for two reasons. First, they were easy and
inexpensive to generate. By lighting an incense stick and then allowing it to extinguish inside
of the syringe, the syringe was charged with smoke which could last for one experimental
run. Each incense stick was used for about eight runs. Second, the smoke was shown to
generate a large number of micron-scale particles, those which this research was particularly
concerned with. The smoke was injected into the primary flow with a syringe pump and two








































Figure 3.2: Schematic of experimental setup used for particle scrubbing.
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concentration both upstream and downstream of the test section, shown in Fig. 3.2. These
particle counters were able to size the particles into six bins: 0.5 − 0.7 µm, 0.7 − 1.0 µm,
1.0 − 2.0 µm, 2.0 − 3.0 µm, 3.0 − 5.0 µm, and > 5 µm. Diffusion dryers were used to
remove water drops from the flow before entering the downstream particle counter, in order
to ensure they were not being counted and distorting the particle scavenging measurements.
The particle deposition in the diffusion dryers and other parts of the system were accounted












Figure 3.3: Set up for checking agreement between particle counters.
To ensure both particle counters gave meaningful measurements, the setup depicted in
Fig. 3.3 was used to check for measurement similarity. By ensuring equal tube lengths
leading to each particle counter, any differences in measurement would be a measure of
error. Experiments showed less than a 1% difference between the average readings of the
particle counters over a 9 minute period, the total time for a particle scrubbing run. A
typical plot of the incense smoke particle size distribution (PSD) is shown in Fig. 3.4,
where dp is the particle diameter.
Flow through the setup was generated by a compressed air source, which was controlled
by a mass flow controller (Aalborg GFC47). Particle laden flow was propelled through
the system into the fog generation chamber and then to a series of tubes. The cylindrical
resonator is the tube inside the “sealing box” of Fig. 3.2. The tubes immediately upstream
and downstream of the resonator are referred to as “passive” only because they were not
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Figure 3.4: Particle size distribution for smoke used in experiments.
directly driven by the cylindrical resonator. However, there was observable fog collection
in nodal rings in the passive tube, evidence of some type of acoustic coupling with the
resonator. This was seen as an additional strength of the setup, as it allowed for recovery
of acoustic energy which would otherwise be lost. The energy was instead used to lengthen
the section where nodes exist, increasing the residence time of particles and drops in the
standing wave field, and improving particle collection. The passive tubes were composed of
acrylic, having inner and outer diameters of 5.08 and 5.7 cm, respectively. The upstream
passive tube was 60 cm in length and the downstream passive tube was 90 cm in length. A
30 cm segment of the same diameter tubing was used for the vertical exhaust segment, in
which no nodal rings were observed.
Unfortunately, the passive tubes could not be directly connected to the resonator. This
was because a connection of this sort was shown to damp the vibrations of the resonator
and weaken the standing wave field. To combat this issue, a sealing box was created to
provide a fluidic seal between the passive tubes and cylindrical resonator. A schematic
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Figure 3.5: Diagram of the sealing box used to eliminate need for contact between the active
tube and the passive tubes while also minimizing leakage in the air flow.
of the sealing box is shown in Fig. 3.5. This allowed for the creation of an air-tight seal
without any contact at the tube/resonator interfaces. To reduce any disturbance in the flow
from the interface gaps, the separation distance between the passive tubes and resonator
was kept to less than 2 millimeters. It was made clear that the box was working as desired
because fog blowing through the setup did not leak into the sealing box through the interface
gaps. The sealing box was made of clear acrylic with a removable lid for convenience. The
cylindrical resonator was held in place with a lab clamp attached to one of the Langevin
transducers. With this mounting setup, the most closely approximated boundary condition
for the vibrating aluminum cylinder is free-free, which is an often studied condition, and is
the condition that the previously presented cylinder vibration theory addresses.
Fog was generated in an airtight canister with ultrasonic pond foggers immersed in
doubly distilled water. The pond foggers were themselves ultrasonic transducers operating
at MHz frequencies, emitting acoustic waves which generated drops as they interacted with
the water surface. In order to ensure that the water level did not affect fog generation,
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Figure 3.6: Image of drops on slide.
measures were taken to verify it was approximately the same at the beginning of each
experiment; namely that the level was 6 cm from the bottom of the canister. The drop
size distribution (DSD) of drops generated by this setup was measured by imaging drops
which had collected in a thin oil film on a microscope slide. Specifically, a small amount
of paraffin oil was used to provide a thin coating to the slide surface, after which the slide
was held perpendicular to fog-laden flow exiting the canister and drops were allowed to
deposit for about 10 seconds. This method is partial to capturing large drops, but holding
the slide perpendicular to the flow gave the best chance of capturing small drops as well.
The drops which deposited in the oil film were imaged with a microscope (Leica DM750)
and digital camera (Cannon, EOS Rebel T3) combination. The conversion factor was 0.05
µm per pixel and the Abbe limit resolution was 0.25 µm. A sample microscope image is
presented in Fig. 3.6. A custom macro in ImageJ79 software was used to measure the size
and number of drops in each image. This was done by first converting the image to black
and white, and then using a built-in particle counting algorithm to count and size circular
objects in each image. A total of 30 images were used to generate the DSD shown in Fig.
3.7, where dd is the drop diameter. The measured median diameter was 5.8 µm with an
rms of 2.4 µm.
Evaporative losses from the fog water drops were minimized by humidifying the air prior
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Figure 3.7: Drop size distribution for fog water drops.
to entering the canister. As shown in Fig. 3.2, this was done by first bubbling the air through
a glass frit inside of a flask, which itself was immersed in a constant temperature water
bath held below room temperature (21◦C − 24◦C). The humidified air then entered a heat
exchanger immersed in a separate constant temperature bath, this one held close to room
temperature (25◦C). This setup gave a relative humidity (RH) of 80% prior to entering
the canister. Preliminary experiments conducted with RH ∼ 100% showed anomalous
results, which were not seen with RH=80%. The anomalous results were most likely due to
condensation of water on the smoke particles. RH was checked with a hygrometer (DigiSense
HumidityLogR) at the inlet to the canister before each run to verify that RH= 80± 1%.
3.1.2 Demisting
The experimental setup used for demisting is presented in Fig. 3.8, which is very similar to
the particle scavenging set up shown in Fig. 3.2. The main difference is the elimination of
































Figure 3.8: Schematic of the overall demisting experimental setup. Details of the sealing
box are presented in Fig. 3.5 and details of the ultrasonic resonator within the sealing box
are presented in Fig. 2.2.
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as the fog previously described for the particle scrubbing experiments. The same air source
and mass flow controller were used to drive the mist laden flow through the system. The
mist-laden flow exited the canister and then entered a series of three consecutive tubes
shown in Fig. 3.8, which were the same ones used in the particle scrubbing experiments,
namely a passive tube, the cylindrical resonator, and another passive tube. Again, the
sealing box was used to minimize leakage at the tube-to-tube interfaces. The DSD of the
fog drops was measured with the same microscope imaging technique previously described,
and the DSD is shown in Fig. 3.9. The median of this DSD was 5.4 µm and the rms was
2.0 µm, which was similar to that measured in the particle scrubbing experiments.
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Figure 3.9: DSD for the mist drops.
In order to mitigate evaporative losses from the mist drops, a similar humidification
setup was used as was in the particle scrubbing experiments. The only difference was that
the constant temperature bath containing the flask and frit was held above room temper-
ature (25◦C-32◦C). This was done because the goal of the setup for demisting experiments
was to get RH∼ 100%. The humidity of the air leaving the condenser was measured before
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each run with a hygrometer to verify that the flow was near saturation; it was > 98% for
all runs. The absence of smoke in these experiments eliminated problems associated with
condensation on that smoke.
3.2 Experimental procedure
3.2.1 Particle scrubbing
Experiments were performed to measure the particle collection efficiency, E, in the system





where W is the average particle count measured by the particle counter, and the subscripts
u and d represent the upstream and downstream locations, respectively.
The setup was operated in two different modes during the experiments. The first was
the deposition mode, which consisted of measuring the particle loss without any fog or
ultrasonics. Any differences in readings taken by the upstream and downstream particle
counters in this mode were due to particle deposition on some part of the setup (canister,
tubing walls, diffusion dryers, etc.). The fact that particles were lost due to deposition was
not an error, but an additional mechanism of particle removal which needed to be accounted
for. The second mode was referred to as the scavenging mode, where the fog generation
system was operated. The difference in upstream and downstream particle counter readings
for this mode was the combined effect of deposition and scavenging by fog. The scavenging
mode was tested under two conditions: with and without the presence of the ultrasonic
standing wave field generated by the cylindrical resonator. During an individual experiment,
the deposition mode was operated for the first 3 minutes, while the remaining 6 minutes
were used for the scavenging mode. For each point in the parameter space, an equal number
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Figure 3.10: Time traces showing the two different experiment types performed. An example
of an experiment where the scavenging segment is fog is shown in (a), and (b) shows an
experiment where the scavenging segment was fog and ultrasonics.
of runs were performed for the two scavenging conditions (fog and fog+ultrasonics). These
two different experiment types are depicted in Figs. 3.10a and 3.10b, which presents the
upstream and downstream time traces of the particle counters. Figure 3.10a shows an
experiment with the scavenging mode of fog alone, and Fig. 3.10b shows an experiment
where ultrasonics and fog were used during the scavenging portion. The upstream times
trace is much noisier than the downstream time trace in both plots. This was most likely
due to the shorter time the flow had to mix before reaching the upstream particle counter
compared to the downstream particle counter. To combat any error which the noise may
have caused in calculation of E, ten experiments were performed at each point in the
parameter space. As will be shown in the next section, this was adequate for quantifying
E with a relatively small 95% confidence interval.
Due to the finite transit time between the upstream and downstream particle counters, it
was necessary to synchronize the data from their time traces in order to accurately quantify
E. By progressively shifting the upstream time trace with respect to the downstream time
trace until the correlation coefficient was maximized, the time traces were synchronized.
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The time shift at which the correlation coefficient was maximized was used in computing
E. For the flow rates tested, this shift ranged from 20-40 seconds.
The mass of fog drops that traveled through the test section was measured with a simple
conservation of mass based method. The canister mass was recorded before and after each
run with a mechanical balance (Ohaus, Triple Pro 2610) having 0.1 g resolution. The liquid
flow rate was computed as the change in mass of the canister divided by the time the fog
generation system was operated. Because the inlet RH was less than saturated, there was
some loss of water from fog drops into the air due to evaporation. The mass of evaporated
water was an error in the calculation of the true liquid flow rate, and was corrected for with
a relatively simple psychometric calculation. Specifically, the absolute humidity was found
for RH = 80% and the fully saturated condition, the difference in these values being an
estimate for the mass of water lost per volume of air. By multiplying the total mass lost
per volume of air, the volumetric air flow rate, and total experimental duration, the total
mass of water lost to evaporation was calculated. For the range of air flow rates tested in
this work, the mass of water lost to evaporation was found to be about 10% of the total lost
from the canister. This process allowed for the corrected liquid flow rate to be reported.
3.2.2 Demisting
The mist collection capability of the system presented in Fig. 3.8 is characterized by the





where mC and mL are the mass of water collected in the system and the mass lost from the
canister respectively. A conservation of mass based method was used to obtain mC and mL.
This was done by measuring the total mass of water having left the canister and measuring
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the mass of mist that was collected. The total mass lost from the canister was found in
the same fashion as it was for the particle scrubbing experiments described above. Because
the inlet air was close to saturated (> 98%), there was no need to correct any mass lost for
evaporation. The mass of water collected in the passive tubes was found by weighing them
before and after the experiment. For some power and flow rate combinations, a significant
amount of water accumulated on the resonator surface, so a clean tissue was used to wipe
up this water. The mass increase of the tissue represented the mass of water which had
collected thereupon. The mass of the downstream passive tube was weighed on the same
mechanical balance as the canister, and the upstream tube and tissue were weighed on a
digital scale (Scientech, ZSA 210) with 0.001 gram resolution. Unlike the particle scrubbing
experiments, demisting runs were only operated in one mode for each run. The first mode
consisted of measuring the mist collection without any ultrasonics, while the second mode
consisted of measuring the mist collection with ultrasonics.
3.2.3 Improvement












where the subscript wu represents ultrasonics runs and the subscript wo represents runs
without ultrasonics. This gives a measure of how much of an improving effect the ultrasonics
have on particle scrubbing and demisting.
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3.3 Parameter space
Both Q and P were varied in order to assess the effect on E and η. For both particle
scrubbing and demisting experiments Q was varied from 20 − 70 L/min. These flow rates
were chosen to ensure the flow was well in the laminar regime, thus minimizing turbulent
effects on E and η, and allowing for better investigation of the effect of the ultrasonics.
Additionally, these also were flow rates in which the humidification setup could repeatably
humidify the inlet air to the desired RH.
P was varied for both of these experiments from 0 to ∼ 17 Watts. This was the range
where P could be repeatably applied to the cylindrical resonator. Preliminary experiments
with higher P showed changes in the resonator performance, most likely due to the higher
amplitudes of vibration. For example, there was some observed failure of the threads of the
fastener used to bolt the Langevin transducers to the aluminum cylinder after use of the
device at high P , which was likely caused by the larger amplitudes of vibration. As such, P
was chosen to be in a safe range where it was not expected that these effects would quickly
change the system or affect the results.
Ideally, the liquid flow rate of the fog would also have been varied to test its effect on
E and η. Unfortunately, because of measurement limitations, this was not a possibility in





This chapter will present the results for particle scrubbing and demisting experiments with
the cylindrical resonator. Results will be presented in both raw form, particle collection
efficiency, E, and drop collection efficiency, η, and also in terms of the improvement, I, with
ultrasonics. Section 4.1 will show results for the effect of the air flow rate, Q, and Section
4.2 for the effect of power, P .
4.1 Variation of Q
Results showing the effect of Q on E and η are presented in this section. Each data point
is an average of ten individual runs, with the vertical bars representing the 95% confidence
intervals. Figure 4.1 is a plot of E versus Q, showing the effects of deposition, fog, and
ultrasonics. Improvements in E are seen with the introduction of fog, but are even more
significant with the addition of ultrasonics. For the ultrasonics case, E decreases with Q
while the other two cases are relatively constant with Q. Figure 4.2 is a plot of η versus Q,
showing the cases for with and without ultrasonics. Significant improvements are seen with
the introduction of ultrasonics, similar to that shown for the particle scrubbing experiments.
One interesting thing to note is that the P applied to the particle scrubbing experiment is
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about a factor of three lower than in the demisting experiments, yet the values of E and η
are very similar in magnitude. This suggests it is easier to scrub particles from the setup,
than it is to remove drops.
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Figure 4.1: Plot of E versus Q; P = 2.42± 0.1 Watts for ultrasonics case. Vertical bars are
95% confidence intervals.
The improvement, I, due to the introduction in ultrasonics is presented in Figs. 4.3 and
4.4. Again, IP is used for particle scrubbing and IM for demisting. Both plots show there
is an improvement with the addition of ultrasonics, though the trends are different. Figure
4.3 shows IP decreases with Q, as expected, since the residence time of particles and drops
decreases with Q. On the other hand, Fig. 4.4 shows that IM appears to show a trend
of best performance to intermediate Q, though the size of the confidence intervals prevent
determination of a maximum. For both particle scrubbing and demisting, the improvement
from ultrasonics is over 40% even in the highest Q tested. The maximum IM is higher than
IP .
The above presentation of the results implies that the concentration of fog/mist drops
is constant with Q. It is noted that any variability in the drop concentration would affect
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Figure 4.2: Plot of η versus Q both with and without ultrasonics; P = 6.63 ± 0.24 Watts
for ultrasonics case. Vertical bars are 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 4.4: Plot of IM versus Q; P = 6.63 ± 0.24 Watts. Vertical bars are 95% confidence
intervals.
E and η; i.e. the higher the fog/mist concentration, the easier it would be for particles to
combine with drops or drops with themselves, via ultrasonics and be eliminated. Regardless
of the air flow rate, the fog/mist generation setup was operated the same; the number of
pond foggers was fixed, and the power delivered to them was fixed. Therefore, the drop
generation rate should also have been constant, but this did not mean they were convected
from the canister at a constant rate independent of Q. Had this been the case, the drop
concentration would have decreased with Q, potentially affecting both particle scrubbing
and demisting results. Figure 4.5 shows a plot C versus Q for the particle scrubbing
experiments and Fig. 4.6 is the same for the demisting experiments, where C is the volume
ratio of water to air. Though C does not show a decrease with Q, there is some variability
in C with Q. To account for variations in C with Q, results shown in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2
were scaled to C. This is shown in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8, which are plots of E/C versus Q
and η/C versus Q, respectively. Both E/C and η/C decrease with Q, for the ultrasonics
and non-ultrasonics cases. When scaled to C, the trends are slightly more pronounced than
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those shown in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2. This suggests that scaling to C helps to account for some
of the noise in the data of E and η caused by variations on C.
Q (L/min)

















Figure 4.5: Plot of C versus Q for particle scrubbing. Vertical bars are 95% confidence
intervals.










where GP and GM are the concentration scaled improvement for particle scrubbing and
demisting, respectively. Similar to I, the subscript P is used for particle scrubbing and the
subscript M is used for demisting. Figure 4.9 is a plot of GP versus Q, where GP appears
to slightly decrease with Q, but the confidence intervals prevent knowing this for certain.
Figure 4.10 is a plot of GM versus Q. The plot appears to show a trend of best performance
to intermediate Q, though the size of the confidence intervals prevent determination of a
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Figure 4.6: Plot of C versus Q for demisting. Vertical bars are 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 4.8: Plot of η/C versus Q; P = 6.63 ± 0.24 Watts. Vertical bars are 95% confidence
intervals.
maximum. The overall values of GM are higher than GP , though the P applied to the
demisting experiments is higher.
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Figure 4.9: Plot of GP versus Q; P = 2.42 ± 0.1 Watts. Vertical bars are 95% confidence
intervals.
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Figure 4.10: Plot of GM versus Q; P = 6.63 ±0.24 Watts . Vertical bars are 95% confidence
intervals.
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4.2 Variation of P
The influence of P , on E and η was investigated for a fixed Q = 50± 1 L/min. Figure 4.11
shows a plot of E versus P and Fig. 4.12 shows a plot of η versus P . Both E and η increase
with P , although η appears to asymptote at a much lower value than E, which approaches
1.0. The increase in E and η with P is expected, since increasing P increases the strength
of the standing wave field and enhances aerosol interactions.
P (Watts)








Figure 4.11: E versus P ; Q = 50± 1 L/min. Vertical bars are 95% confidence intervals.
The improvement with the introduction of ultrasonics is shown in Figs. 4.13 and 4.14,
which are plots of IP versus P and IM versus P , respectively. Both IP and IM increase
with P , though the trend is smoother for the particle scrubbing case. For both particle
scrubbing and demisting, the presence of ultrasonics causes an over 100% improvement in
the aerosol removal capability.
Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show plots of E/C versus P and η/C versus P respectively. The
trend in η with P is smoothed slightly by scaling to C, though E is not. This could be due
to the fact that E was already very smooth when plotted with Q in its raw form.
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Figure 4.12: Plot of η versus P ; Q = 50 ± 1 L/min. Vertical bars are 95% confidence
intervals.
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Figure 4.14: Plot of IM versus P ; Q = 50 ± 1 L/min. Vertical bars are 95% confidence
intervals.
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Figure 4.15: E/C versus P ; Q = 50 L/min. Vertical bars are 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 4.16: Plot of η/C versus P ; Q = 50 ± 1 L/min. Vertical bars are 95% confidence
intervals.
Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show plots of GP,M versus Q. The trends are very similar in that
both increase with P , yet points at higher P are not statistically different. The confidence
intervals are large, preventing further investigation of the trend.
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Figure 4.17: GP versus P ; Q = 50 L/min. Vertical bars are 95% confidence intervals.
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The results of the experiments indicate that this work was successful in accomplishing
its two main purposes. First, the cylindrical resonator improved upon the results of Ran
et al.56,57 The maximum E found herein was ∼ 0.95, while Ran et al.56,57 obtained a
maximum E of ∼ 0.2. Also, the flow rate capacity of the cylindrical resonator was about
five times that used by Ranet al.56,57 Secondly, the cylindrical resonator also functioned as
a demisting device, capable of removing a large fraction of liquid drops from an air flow.
The main results obtained from the aerosol scrubbing experiments are the following.
First, the presence of ultrasonics significantly enhanced the removal of both particles and
mist from an air-stream for the air flow rates, fog/mist concentrations, and transducer
powers explored. E decreased with Q for the ultrasonics case, but was relatively constant
with Q for the case without ultrasonics. The value of η decreased with Q for both the
ultrasonics and non-ultrasonics case. Finally, as the power delivered to the cylindrical
resonator was increased, both E and η increased. These results are explored further below
and a mechanism is proposed to explain how ultrasonics enhanced aerosol removal inside
the cylindrical resonator.
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5.2 Ultrasonically Enhanced Aerosol Removal
The increase in E with the introduction of ultrasonics can be explained in part by diffusive
motion of particles to drops once they have been moved to the nodes of the standing wave
field. As previously mentioned, the acoustic radiation force has the ability to act on particles
and drops in the standing wave field, causing them to move to the nodes. This is depicted
in the Fig. 5.1, which shows the cylindrical resonator (with just two nodes for convenience),




Figure 5.1: Depiction of drops/particle moving to nodes.
Particle loss is modeled using a two step process, though in actuality these will be
happening simultaneously. The first step is done by calculating the increase in particle and
drop concentration during the residence time of the test section. The second step is then to
calculate the particle loss due to diffusion over the residence time of the downstream passive
tube. An order of magnitude analysis will be employed to explain the results by diffusion.
Using Eqs. (2.5)-(2.7) and (2.9)-(2.11), an estimate for the motion of particles and drops
induced by Far was obtained by integrating Far−Fd over the cylindrical resonator residence
time, where Fd is the Stokes drag:
Fd = 3πµaurd. (5.1)
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Here ur is the velocity of the particle or drop in the radial direction. Integrating Far − Fd
shows how far these aerosols move with respect to the node. This is shown in Fig. 5.2,
which contains a depiction of how the particle/drop trajectory was used to find the increase






Figure 5.2: Depiction of particle/drop trajectory towards node.
In this analysis, it was assumed that in order for the concentration to increase a drop
must move from the antinode to the node. This is a conservative estimate as there will be
drops and particles uniformly distributed over the cross-section at the resonator entrance.
Although, there is no mathematical limit to how thin the nodes can get, there is a critical
concentration after which drops will be touching each other. This will occur when the
interdrop spacing is on the same order as the drop diameter, which for the drops used herein
is on the order of 10 µm. Using an estimate for the spacing, s = N(dd)
1/3, the maximum
drop concentration is on the order of 109 drops/cm3, which is approximately a three order
of magnitude increase in concentration. This value will be used as the maximum attainable
drop and particle concentration for convenience in evaluating estimations of particle and
drop removal.
For convenience, an arbitrary value of Q = 50 L/min will be chosen as the flow rate for
investigation. This corresponds to a cylindrical resonator resonance time of 0.31 seconds,
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and a test section residence time of 4 seconds. Two different values of P which were actually
used in the experiments will be chosen for theoretical evaluations of E at these conditions.
For P = 2.42 Watts, integrating Far−Fd over the cylindrical resonator residence time gives
an increase of 7.94 for the drop concentration and 5.35. This will be assumed to correspond
to an order of magnitude increase of both particle and drop concentration at the nodes.
For P = 12.59 Watts, integrating Far − Fd over the cylindrical resonator residence time
corresponds to both particles an drops moving within 1 µm of the node, corresponding to an
increase of three orders of magnitude. Since drops are larger than this predicted thickness,
a more conservative estimate of three orders of magnitude increase will be used. In order
to use these estimates for the increase in number concentration to estimate E, a diffusion
particle scavenging model is used. By modeling the drops in the system as stationary
with respect to the particles, the fractional rate of particle removal due to diffusion of the






where N(dd) is the number distribution of the fog drops. The particle collection efficiency
by the fog, Ef , can then be defined as:
Ef = 1− e−Λct (5.3)
An estimate for the E is then made by evaluating Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) across the
residence time of the test section for both the low and high power cases. For the case of
P = 2.42, corresponding to an order of magnitude increase in drop number concentration
(10N(dd)) gives Ef = 0.012. The measured value for this condition was E = 0.51. How-
ever, repeating the process for a three order of magnitude increase in the drop number
concentration (1000N(dd)) corresponding to P = 12.59 Watts, gives Ef = 0.70, and the
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measured value, E = 0.89. This shows that this model does a better job of predicting E as
P increases. As such, there is most likely a more dominant mechanism at low power which
could better explain the results.
The discrepancy between the predicted and measured E as P → 0 can be partially
explained by gravitational settling. Although the cylindrical standing wave field has a
levitating effect on drops and particles, this goes away as P → 0. As such, both drops
and particles will be settling due to gravity throughout the test section for sufficiently low
power. Drops will be falling much faster than particles due to their larger size, thereby
creating a relative velocity between them. This relative velocity allows for drops to collide
with particles, eventually removing them from the flow. This effect can be modeled by a
relative velocity scavenging theory for particles and drops. An equation for the particle size









2(V (dd)− v(dp))Z(dp, dd)N(dd)d(dd) (5.4)
where V (dd) and v(dp) are the terminal velocities of the drop and particle respectively, and













































1 + ln(1 +Re)
(5.7)
where Re is the drop Reynolds number, Sc is the Schmidt number, St is the Stokes number,
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ρd is the drop density, ρa is the air density, g is the gravitational constant, τ is the particle
relaxation parameter, and µd is the dynamic viscosity of the drop. The relative velocity
particle collection efficiency, Ep, is then:
Ep = 1− e−Λpt (5.8)
Evaluating Eqs. (5.4)-(5.8) over the entire test section residence time gives Ep = 0.15.
For P = 0, the measured value of “Deposition+Fog” was 0.42. This gives a better estimate
than does the diffusive theory at low P , but still falls short at explaining the full magnitude
of the measured results.
The discrepancy between the measured and predicted E as P → 0 can be explained
in part by particle loss due to deposition in the experimental setup. The fact that E was
constant with Q for the deposition case suggests that nearly all of the deposition is occurring
in the sampling section leading to the downstream particle counter (tubing and diffusion
dryers shown coming off the vertical segment in Fig. 3.2) where Q has no effect. The flow
rate through this section was driven by the downstream particle counter pump, which pulls
in air at a constant rate of 3 L/min. From the time particles leave the main flow until
they reach the downstream particle counter is ∼ 30 seconds. During this time, particles
can move by diffusion and impact on tube walls or diffusion dryer media, thereby removing
















where D is the diffusion coefficient of the particle, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temper-
ature of the gas, Cc is the Cunningham correction factor, µa is the dynamic viscosity of the
air, and λ is the mean free path of the air. Evaluating Eqs. (5.9)-(5.11) for a 0.5 µm particle
in room temperature air gives x = 300 µm for t = 30 seconds. This suggests that any parti-
cles within 300 µm of the tube wall at the inlet of the downstream sampling segment could
impact on a tube wall or diffusion dryer media en route to the particle counter. The tubing
used in this segment was ∼ 1 cm in diameter, therefore the fraction of particles within 300
µm of the tubing wall at the beginning of the segment is 0.12. The measured deposition
value for all the Q tested was 0.3, which differs by only 2.5 from the prediction of 0.12,
thus agreeing within an order of magnitude. Adding the predicted value for deposition to
the previously predicted E for P = 0 with fog gives E = 0.27, which is comparable to the
measured E = 0.42.
In summary, the introduction of ultrasonics to a particle and fog laden flow enhances
particle collection by forcing drops and particles to the nodes of the standing wave field.
Both high and low power cases were modeled with a two step process, as depicted Fig.
5.3. At high power, a diffusive scavenging theory applied after the ultrasonics increases the
number density explains the experimental results well, but does a poor job at low P . Lower
applied powers lead to weaker standing wave fields, which have less of a concentrating effect
on drops and particle. When P is no longer dominant, the motion of drops falling past
particles then plays a larger role.
A similar analysis will now be used to explain the demisting results. As was the case
with particle scrubbing, the demisting results can also be explained by a combination of






Step 1 Step 2
Figure 5.3: Two step model for particle scrubbing.
two different values of P . For P = 1.98 Watts, integrating Far − Fd over the cylindrical
resonator residence time gives an increase of 5.96, corresponding to an order of magnitude
increase for this analysis. Repeating the process for P = 12.89 Watts reveals drops will
move to within 1 µm of the node, correspond to an increase in concentration of three orders
of magnitude. These values will be used for making predictions of η.
The mechanism which best explains the increase in η with the introduction of ultra-
sonics is thermal coagulation. Thermal coagulation describes the diffusive motion between
aerosols and allows for prediction of collisions as a function of diameter and concentration.
This model was used because the previous model presented in Eqs. (5.2)-(5.3) assumed the
drops were stationary. The thermal coagulation models allows for modeling of the effect of
drop diffusion to investigate decreases in drop concentration. At high drop number concen-
trations, this leads to a significant number of collisions, which is the case for high power
due to the concentrating effect of the acoustic radiation force on drops in the field. The







where N(t) is the number concentration at time, t, N0 is the initial number concentration,
andK is the coagulation coefficient. For these experiments, N0 = 3×105 drops/cm3 without
any concentrating effect of the ultrasonics. Evaluation of Eq. (5.12) for the P = 1.98 Watts
case, corresponding to an order of magnitude increase in the drop number concentration
(N0 = 3 × 106/cm3) and K = 3.07 × 10−10 cm3/s for the test section residence time gives
η = 0.0047. The measured value at this condition was η = 0.24. Repeating this process
for P = 12.89 Watts, corresponding to a three order of magnitude increase at the nodes,
leads to a predicted η = 0.53, while the measured value was η = 0.5. As was the case with
the particle scrubbing, the diffusive theory works well at predicting the collection efficiency
with high power, but does not do well at predicting those as P → 0. Thus, it is necessary
to explore mechanisms to explain the removal of mist as P → 0.
The dominant mechanism for drop removal at low power is gravitational settling because
the ultrasonic standing wave field weakens as P → 0. The settling motion of the drops allows
them to fall onto the surface of the passive tubes and resonator within the residence time of
the test section. By modeling the fog falling at the drop terminal velocity, predictions of η
can be made. The amount of mist collected was computed geometrically as the area overlap
of two circles of identical size, one of which represents the falling mist, initially occupying
the entire tube, and the other circle representing the unmoving tube. This is illustrated in
Fig. 5.4 where the gray area represents the mist drops which have fallen a sufficient distance
to strike the tube wall in a period of time, t. This can be obtained using the equation for










(4R2c − z2) (5.13)
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where z is the center-to-center distance between the two circles, and the radius of the circles
is the radius of the tubes and resonator, Rc. The resulting mist removal due to gravitational
settling then is:
η = 1− A
πR2c
(5.14)
Multiplying the settling velocity obtained from Eq. (5.6) by the residence time of the drop in
the tube and resonator, the center-to-center distance z was obtained, enabling computation
of η for the no-ultrasonics case from Eqs. (5.13) and (5.14). Figure 5.5 presents η predicted
in this way, superimposed with the no-ultrasonics data from Fig. 4.2, plotted against Q.
The drop diameter used in evaluation of the settling velocity was iteratively adjusted to
minimize the least squares difference between the experimental and predicted values of η,







Figure 5.4: Representation of model for settling of fog onto tube walls without the effects
of ultrasonics.
There are a few possible explanations for the discrepancy in the drop diameter which best
fits the data, dd = 7.8 µm, and the actual measured median drop diameter of 5.4 µm. First,
the theory used to predict η assumes gravitational settling is acting alone. Any drops lost
from the flow due to some other mechanism, such as inertial impaction with the tube wall,
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Figure 5.5: Data without ultrasonics from Fig. 4.2, replotted with the settling theory for a
drop diameter dd = 7.8 µm.
then requires a larger effective diameter to explain the results from a purely gravitational
settling point of view. Second, although the measured DSD is not very polydisperse, it still
does have an rms of 2.0 µm. Because drops of different sizes settle at different velocities, it
could be the case that drops of different diameters are combining as they settle. This would
result in the larger effective drop diameter needed to explain the results by gravitational
settling alone.
In summary, at high power, the demisting results can be explained by a theory for
thermal coagulation. This is because the movement of drops to the nodes is dominant
over drop settling. The later tends to dominate as P → 0, because drops are able to
fall unhampered by the acoustic radiation force. There is a trade-off between the two
mechanisms depending on P . The two steps in this analysis for high and low power cases






Step 1 Step 2
Figure 5.6: Two step model for predicting η for high and low power.
5.3 Trends with Q and P
The experimental results show that E and η decrease with Q when ultrasonics is present,
as shown in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2. An explanation for this decrease can be made using a
residence time argument, which is essentially that longer residence times give more time for
particles and/or drops to combine. This trend with residence time is confirmed by plotting
the ultrasonics data in Figs. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2 versus the residence time. Figure 5.7 is a plot
of E versus t with a linear fit to the data, showing that E increases with t. Figure 5.8 is a
plot of η versus t again with a linear fit to the data, which shows that η also increases with
t.
As is shown in Fig. 4.1, the case of “Deposition+Fog” is relatively constant with Q. The
theory used to explain the order of magnitude of these results was the gravitational settling
of drops. The particle removal predicted by this theory is dependent on the residence time,
longer residence times leading to higher predictions of E. This trend is not in agreement
with that measured experimentally.
The trend in E can be explained by the error which arises when using the relative velocity
scavenging theory. This will be investigated for the range of Q used in the experiments to
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Figure 5.7: Plot of E versus t.
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Figure 5.8: Plot of η versus t.
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better explain this error. By integrating Eq. (5.4) across the entire drop size distribution,
a value for Λp was obtained. Using this value in Eq. (5.8) for the residence time of the
tubes and resonator at Q = 70 L/min gives E = 0.12. Alternatively, performing the same
process for Q = 20 L/min gives E = 0.36. Although the prediction of E for Q = 20 L/min
is close to that measured experimentally, it does not predict the trend seen experimentally.
One possible explanation for this is that the presented theory assumes their is an unending
source of the fog falling from the tube/resonator for particle removal. This is certainly not
the case in the setup used herein, as fog only fills the entire cross section right at the exit of
the canister. As the flow moves down through the tubes/resonator, the fog falls, leaving a
blank space without any fog present. A depiction of this process is shown in Fig. 5.9. This
blank space represents an error in using the relative velocity theory for predicting particle
scavenging. This error grows with residence time, as the blank space will occupy a larger
portion of the total cross section. The smallest Q produces the largest over predictions,
presumably due to this error. Therefore, it could be the case that the error introduced by





Figure 5.9: Growth in blank space depiction in tube cross section with t.
Another possibility is that there is also some inertial scavenging induced by changes in
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flow direction. This is not evident in the cylinder or passive tubes, but is present in the
baffle system of the canister. As drops and particles flow through the baffles, particles will
be able to turn with the flow much more effectively than drops. Thus, the higher centrifugal
force on the drops compared to the particles as they move around the baffles will allow for
some motion between the two, possibly leading to drops colliding with particles. With the
geometry being fixed, the effect will increase with Q. This may be offsetting the decrease in
E with Q predicted via residence time, thus giving a relatively constant E with Q overall.
As Figs. 4.11 and 4.12 show, both E and η increased with P . This increase was expected,
since increasing P increases the strength of the acoustic field. As such, particles and/or
drops were concentrated to smaller and smaller regions in the nodes with P , leading to a
higher number of collisions. For particle scrubbing, E appears to be continuously increasing
with P in accordance with this mechanism. However, for demisting, η seems to asymptote
out at about 0.5. One possible explanation for the apparent asymptote comes from the
expected separation distance between drops as the number concentration is increased. As
previously discussed, at P = 12.89 Watts the drop concentration increases by three orders
of magnitude. At this concentration, the average center-to-center drop spacing is ∼ 10 µm.
This means that the 5 µm diameter drops will have moved close enough to be nearly
touching. Further increases in P would move drops closer together, but once they are
touching, they combine into larger drops, having now an increased drop spacing, shown in
Fig. 5.10.
Figure 5.10: Drop spacing once drops touch.
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It is interesting to note the difference in value of E and η for similar P and Q, shown
in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12. The plots suggest that it is easier to remove a micron-scale particle
from the flow than to remove a drop from the flow due to the higher values of E than η for
similar conditions. One reason for this may come from investigation of what is ultimately
causing the removal. For demisting, removal is only counted once a drop impacts one of the
passive tube or resonator walls. Ideally, this would also be the case for particle scrubbing.
That is, for a particle to be scavenged it must be removed from the flow, i.e. deposited
on the tube wall or some other portion of the setup. Unfortunately, for the setup used
to measure the particle concentration downstream of the test section, this was not the
case. In order to effectively measure E, diffusion dryers needed to be used prior to the
downstream particle counter. As such, there may have been drops with particles inside
them which were not big enough to fall in the main tubes of the setup and made it to the
sampling section. The additional tubing and diffusion dryers, although not used to remove
particles, may be aiding in the total removal by removing particles which were contained
in a drop. However, this does not pose an issue. Those drops which deposit in this section
with particles entrained have produced an aerosol much easier to scavenge than a 0.5 µm





The purpose of this section is to contextualize the results of the particle scrubbing and
demisting experiments. The testing conditions were performed in a controlled laboratory
setting, thus, determining how this setup would scale to industrial settings is necessary to
understand whether this a feasible in practical application.
One of the possible applications of this device is as a pretreatment for coal fire plant
flue gas exhaust. As mentioned previously, wet scrubbers are one of the technologies used
to remove particulate from this exhaust. Units today are capable of removing > 99% of
the total particulate matter from the flow, even at high volumetric flow rates. As is, the
flow capacity of the cylindrical resonator device is too small to accommodate the large gas
volumetric flow rates which a typical wet scrubber is able to handle. An estimate for typical
exhaust flow rate can be obtained from the heating value of coal, the power plant output,
heat conversion efficiency and air-to-fuel ratio. A typical power plant converts about one-
third of the heat generated into electricity. Thus, a 1 MW power plant will need to burn
enough coal to generate 3 MW of heat. Coal has a heating value of approximately 30,000
kJ/kg. In order to generate 3 MW of heat, 0.1 kg/sec of coal must be combusted. The
approximate air-to-fuel ratio for coal is ∼ 10 kg air per kg coal. Therefore, 1 kg/sec of air
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would be needed to match the fuel flow rate of this sized power plant. Assuming the air
has a density of 1 kg/m3, this equates to a volumetric flow rate of 1 m3/sec.
The maximum E with the cylindrical resonator was ∼ 0.95. Thus, in order to get
E = 0.99 would require two successive treatments in series. The highest flow rates tested
herein were of order 100 L/min. In order to filter a 1 MW power plant, 1200 units would
be required. At 20 W a piece, this would correspond to 2.4 kW, just over 2% of the
total power generated in a 1 MW plant. Plant Scherer, located in the state of Georgia, is
the largest producing coal fired power plant in the United States. It has four units, each
capable of producing 880 MW, thus the total capacity is around 3600 MW. The plant uses
a combination of electrostatic precipitator and bag filter to collect particulate, and also a
wet scrubber to remove some gaseous pollutants. In information obtained from the EPA,
it was reported that Scherer emitted nearly 400 tons of particulate matter in 2014 alone.
That is over 1 ton per day. Needless to say, there is clearly much room for improvement,
which could be facilitated by the cylindrical ultrasonic scrubber.
Assuming the previous flow rate analysis holds, the exhaust gas is coming out at a rate
of 3600 m3/sec from Plant Scherer. In order to accommodate the entire flow rate through
the power plant, 4 million of the cylindrical resonators would be required. Assuming each
consumes 20 Watts of power, it would require 86 MW to filter the particles from the air
with this method. This represents only about 2% of the total power generated by the
power plant, while typical particle scrubbing technologies use less than 1% of total power
capacity.82 Although this scrubbing method would necessitate an increase in the overall
power usage, it may be desirable in order to comply with increasingly stringent regulations
and decrease the impact these emitted particles have on human health. Thus, the only
drawback of such an implementation would be the large number of required devices, and
then the control and infrastructure required for their operation. Reducing the number of
units could make this method feasible, as the estimated power requirement is very appealing.
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The only things which can be done to improve upon the current setup and reduce the
number of required units are increasing size and efficiency. If the diameter of the tube
were increased to accommodate 100 times the flow rate, then 100 times the power must be
applied to an individual resonator to maintain the same level of performance. This would
reduce the number of units to 40,000. However, this would require transducers which can
accommodate much higher power than used herein. Increasing the efficiency of an individual
transducer by an order of magnitude would reduce the number to 4, 000 units.
The above analysis was done for the largest capacity coal fired power plant in the U.S.
A smaller scale power plant tends to suggest better application. For example, the City of
Seneca in Seneca, SC owns and operates a 9 MW power generation facility. This would
require a fraction of the number of units required by Scherer; about 10, 000 instead of 4
million. Assuming the same increased efficiencies could be achieved, the number of units
could drop to ∼ 10 devices. Thus, this method of particle removal is more feasible for small
scale power plants.
The untreated exhaust of a coal power plant has a PM2.5 concentration on the order
of 1012/m3.83 This is about 5 orders of magnitude higher than the concentrations used
in the particle scrubbing experiments. At these concentrations, coagulation of particles
to themselves can play a significant role in particle removal. Evaluating Eq. (5.12) for
N0 = 10
12/m3 and K = 3.96×10−10cm3/sec gives only a 1% drop in number concentration
for a 10 second residence time. The introduction of ultrasonics could then be used to increase
N0. If N0 is increased by an order of magnitude, then Eq. (5.12) predicts a 10% drop in
number concentration. Following the same process for a 3 order of magnitude increase gives
a 92% decrease in number concentration. Thus, without the fog, the ultrasonics could be
used to greatly decrease the number concentration of the smoke particles. These particles
will be much larger in size, having grown from a large number of collisions, and will be
much easier to capture. This could also help to improve number of required units needed
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to treat the Scherer plant, bringing it into a much more manageable range.
Additionally, the resonator setup could also be used to enhance drift eliminator per-
formance. A depiction of this setup is shown in Fig. 6.1. The resonators could be used
to increase the average size of drop, thus decreasing the necessary flow rate for drops to
impact on the drift eliminator. The number of required resonators would depend highly on
the flow rate through the tower, which varies depending on the application. Some of the





Figure 6.1: Hypothetical set up for pretreatment of drift in industrial cooling tower.
6.1 Other Applications
Vehicular Exhaust
The size of the cylindrical ultrasonic scrubber suggests it would interface well with
typical vehicle exhaust pipes. Diesel engines produce nano-scale particulate which can pose
similar health risks as micron-size particles. The same operating principle could be used
to remove this particles from the exhaust stream, like that shown in Fig. 6.2. Of course,
some scale up may be required, but with the enormous number of diesel vehicles currently








Figure 6.2: Hypothetical set up for treatment of DPM from vehicle.
Fog Collection
In the area of water resources, fog collectors are sometimes used to generate potable
water in parts of the world where fog is common due to favorable atmospheric conditions,
and water resources are constrained.84–87 Some locations where fog collectors have been
deployed are the western coast of South America,88 South Africa,89 some portions of the
Arabian peninsula,90 and in Spain and Croatia.87 The general approach is to use a large
fine-mesh screen to capture fog droplets as they are blown through the mesh by wind.91
While this method has shown signs of increasing economic competitiveness in certain parts
of the world,92 a drawback is that it requires very large meshes along with a prevailing
wind to blow the fog through the mesh, and significant time is required to collect useful
quantities of water. The ultrasonic demister could be used either to increase fog collection
individually, or as a method for causing drops to combine, allowing them to deposit more
easily on the collection surface.
MEA Collection for CO2 Capture
Another example of another application for the resonator is the potential use of for
capturing aerosolized monoethanolamine (MEA), which is a propose method for removing
carbon dioxide (CO2) from the exhaust of fossil fuel power plants.
93 This technology has
been used for many years in natural gas processing to capture CO2 and other acidic gases.
94
In this process, aqueous MEA is mixed with the dirty gas, which allows the MEA and
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CO2 to react and eventually leads to the removal of CO2 from the system.
95 During
this process, MEA drops can be lost as exhausted aerosols, which is believed to be the
dominant loss mechanism.96 Various techniques are used to capture these aerosol droplets
before exhausting to the atmosphere but current processes alone are insufficient97 and an
improved method is needed to reduce MEA losses in order to make this a viable option for
carbon sequestration in full scale power plants. Implementing the ultrasonic demister could
help make this a viable option, thus allowing for further development of this technology
which has potential to greatly reduce C02 emissions.
Food processing
The use of ultrasonics has become more prevalent in the food industry by increasing the
efficiency of certain processes.98 For example, it can be used for pasteurization, emulsifica-
tion and degassing.99 A cylindrical geometry, similar to the cylindrical resonator presented
in this work was used to enhance the drying time of food.100 The researchers were able
to show significant improvements with the introduction of the standing wave field. It may
be the case that the cylindrical resonator presented herein could also be used in a similar
application, possibly improving upon the previous results.
Containerless Processing
Another potential application for the cylindrical resonator is for containerless processing.
Acoustic fields have been used in order to process certain materials to keep the container
from interfering with the desired outcome.52,53 For example, for controlled melting and
shaping of metals or other materials. A variety of different geometries have been used
for this process. The cylindrical resonator could also be used for such applications where
contact with the container is undesirable. The ability to levitate millimeter size drops at




All goals of the research presented in the Introduction were achieved. The cylindrical
resonator constructed was able to excite a strong standing wave field for use in experiments.
The device was able to function as both particle scrubber and mist eliminator. To the
author’s knowledge, the is the first time this geometry has been used for either of these
applications. For particle scrubbing, maximum particle collection efficiencies of ∼ 0.95 were
achieved, which was much higher than the E ∼ 0.2 reported by Ran et al.56,57 Additionally,
the flow rate capacity improved by about a factor of five. The cylindrical resonator was
also able to show significant effect on the removal of water mist from an air flow, collecting
a fraction of ∼ 0.8 of the total mist. For both particle scrubbing and demisting, aerosol
collection increased with power and decreased with air flow rate.
A discussion of possible mechanism explaining these results was presented, showing that
multiple mechanisms were likely acting in parallel. For high power cases, a diffusion based
model explained the removal of both the particles and mist drops. This was due to the
increase in concentration of each of these in the nodes of the standing wave field. For low
power cases, the system was better described with models predicting the particle and mist
removal due to gravitational settling of drops.
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As is, the device is unable to handle the high volumetric flow rates found in industrial
applications. Further advances in size and also efficiency could lead to more realistic prac-
tical application in industrial settings. This could potentially have immediate impact on




The code to control the cylindrical resonator was run in the Matlab environment. It uses
the Legacy interface with the 32 bit versions of Matlab, specifically the Data Acquisition
and Instrument Control tool boxes. Included is a copy of the code used in the experiments
described previously.
% This is a code to control the cylindrical resonator.
% It uses a DAQ to find the phase angle between the
% voltage and current, then adjusts the driving frequency






% Find a VISA-USB object., function generator
obj1 = instrfind(’Type’, ’visa-usb’, ’RsrcName’,
’USB0::2391::1031::MY44038677::0::INSTR’, ’Tag’, ’’);
% Create the VISA-USB object if it does not exist
% otherwise use the object that was found.
if isempty(obj1);






% Connect to instrument object, obj1.
fopen(obj1);
% Initialization of frequency
freq=29300;
% Communicating with instrument object, obj1.






f=14400; % sampling frequency
s=75; % number of samples





















% Set length for control circuit
finalTime = datenum(clock + [0, 0, 0, 0, 5, 40]);
%target phase angle
a=45;
% Main loop to control resonator
while datenum(clock) < finalTime
% Communication with function generator to change frequency
str1 = sprintf(’FREQ %g Hz’,freq);
fprintf(obj1, str1);












% Calculate phase angle
thetanew=((f2.c1-f1.c1)*180/pi-a);
























% Change in frequency variable
delta_fn=1.0;




































% Stop and Delete DAQ
stop(ai);
delete(ai);
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